This grid of letters conceals words lying across or down, similar to a Crossword puzzle.
The words to find are listed below the grid with their # of letters - cross them off once you've entered them.
The circled cells - from the top, left to right - spell out this puzzle's answer.

Retro Cross #16

Solution: 7 letters
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(3) CUB  MES  VOW  ETNA  LAHR  SATB  (5) ACTON  DEFAT  (6) ARIOSE  LOAfer  (7) AGAINST
DAN  ODE  WES  Eves  MONO  SPAT  ALERT  EPOCH  Mescal  PRODUCT
ESL  PAY  AFRO  EVIL  MOST  SWIM  ALOOF  FERIA  CARNAL  ACCORDED
INA  PEP  AUNT  FARA  OVER  ASTER  FETOR  DECALS  POSTAL
IOU  ROE  BRIO  GAUD  PARA  BEDEW  RINSE  EMOTED  SLEDGE
LAS  TEN  CENT  IDEA  PIaf  THAN  CEASE  SOMME  TO THE WIRE
LOY  TIC  DOVE  ITER  ROUE  WEST  CIRCA  Tarsi  LEGACY  TOP HAT
LOY  TIC  DOVE  ITER  ROUE  WEST  CIRCA  Tarsi  LEGACY  TOP HAT
FOR THE COUNT
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